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Today should have been the last day of term 5 – a term which would have seen Y6 complete their SATs tests, a sunny 

Sports Day (Tuesday would have been perfect weather for this!), Pentecost Service at St. Peters and, no doubt, a range of 

other achievements for us to applaud in our final celebration assembly this afternoon.  That we have missed these annual 

events and rites of passage is something that we all feel very deeply, but it is heartening to see that your children are 

continuing to learn and achieve at home.  None of us underestimate how difficult it is for all of you who are continuing to 

work and trying to help your children keep learning – large numbers of our staff are doing similar.  So, with this in mind, 

next week seems like a perfect time for a pause.  Although none of us will be able to have the half term break we would 

have hoped for, I hope you can all find time to stop, to not think about home learning, and to recharge.  If you have had 

time to digest the lengthy plan for the reopening of school which I sent yesterday, you will appreciate that some children 

are about to start another new way of learning by possibly returning to school in a little over a week’s time; all of us will 

need to recharge in order to be ready for yet another change in the way we work and learn.   

With this in mind, Google Classrooms won’t be checked next week and we haven’t produced home learning plans.  The 

websites and resources we use will still be available – so, if you need your children to be occupied while you work, these 

might be options you can dip into.  Alternatively, and as I say often, nothing beats reading to help children become the best 

learners they can be, so feel free to encourage them to get lost in a book…and please find time for them simply to play.  

Children will need time to not think about home learning for a while; ordinarily, they too now have a week of free time, so 

please give them permission from us at school to relax and enjoy themselves.  As always, we would love to see pictures of 

what you get up to so feel free to continue to send these through for us to look at on our return to school. 

I know that the plan I sent home yesterday is complicated and you may well have questions.  Please feel free to get in 

touch if I can clarify any part of our plan as I am more than happy to do so.  The situation around schools reopening 

remains a fast-moving one nationally and so I will send updates if anything changes.  I hope you have a relaxing, safe and 

healthy week and I look forward to seeing some of you soon. 

 

Mr. Shaughnessy Head.3852@northbourne.oxon.sch.uk  

Office office.3852@northbourne.oxon.sch.uk 

Nursery penguins@northbourne.oxon.sch.uk  

Puffins and Swans reception@northbourne.oxon.sch.uk 

Robins, Wrens and Nightingales keystageone@northbourne.oxon.sch.uk 

Owls, Falcons and Hawks  lowerkeystagetwo@northbourne.oxon.sch.uk 

Kites, Eagles and Kestrels upperkeystagetwo@northbourne.oxon.sch.uk 

 

Key safeguarding contacts: 

Designated Safeguarding Lead: Paul Shaughnessy, head.3852@northbourne.oxon.sch.uk, 07572 898213

Oxfordshire Multi-Agency Safeguarding Hub (MASH): 0345 0507666 

NSPCC: 0808 8005000 

Childline: 0800 1111 
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